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We present an information agent and latent semantic based indexing architecture to retrieve
documents on the internet. This system optimises the search for documents in the internet by
automatically retrieving relevant links. The information used for the search can be obtained,
for instance, from Internet browser caches and from grades of relevance manually informed.
To leverage the scope of retrieved documents, the system makes use of existing indexing
mechanisms. Returned documents are then filtered using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). In a
co-operative environment, the proposed architecture provides for sharing of documents and
grades among the group. The architecture has been used in a "Co-operative Learning
Environment" where students share their browser caches and retrieved documents

1 Introduction

The huge amount of information available in the Internet allows research on virtually any subject.
However, this wealth of data makes it almost impossible to retrieve relevant documents for, say, a school project.
Therefore, we need automatic methods to retrieve information in an easy and significant way. If we can make the
process transparent its usefulness would be even bigger.

Some of the common solutions available today include search using indexing servers. The problem with
this approach is that the user must explicitly select keywords, activate the search mechanism, wait for the
response and identify the relevant documents returned. All steps require user input. We propose an architecture
that makes use of existing indexing mechanisms but automatically filters the relevant URLs, presenting only the
relevant ones. In our system, although the user may manually give some information, the whole process can be
autom atic.

2 The architecture

The proposed architecture automatically retrieves relevant documents over the internet. It makes use of
context information as input to perform the search and to filter the returned URLs. The mechanism is called
Metasearcher.
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The document retrieval mechanism is implemented using an information agent. The architecture is
made up of three modules: context reconnaissance module, search module and filter module, as we describe in
the following sections.

3 Information agents

Information agents are programs that model an information space of a user. They are not well defined.
An agent are characterised for operating at high levels of abstraction and usually for the use of distributed
resources. Like specialist systems, "information systems are hard to be characterised but easy to be identified"
[Cybenko et. al 1990]. However, unlike a specialist system that models one specialist (one person) and makes his
knowledge available to many users, an agent models one user, his needs of information and actions. Therefore,
an agent must be customised for each user, making programmability a basic requirement for it. A definition of an
information agent can be found in [Cybenko et. al 1990].

3.1 The architecture of the information agent

The proposed information agent models a human assistant that creates links using a behaviour similar to
a human being [ACM, 1997]. A human assistant would read the information searched by an user and would
extract the context from this information. In the next step, he would defme keywords to search the internet using
existing indexing mechanisms (e.g. Altavista). Finally, he would "read" the returned documents and select those
that are really relevant in the context identified. Finally, he would build an HTML page to be presented.

To perform its role, the agent executes three basic tasks: first it reads the context information and
identify keywords; second it submits searches to indexing mechanisms and finally it filters the information
returned using the context obtained in the first task as model. The process is shown in Figure 1 where:

The context recoimaissance module identifies the context and creates keywords to be presented to the
search module. The scheme used to generate the keywords is shown in Figure 2. This module also
creates a semantic space (using LSI [6]) from the context information.

The semantic space will be used in the filter module to verify relevance of returned documents. Context
information can be obtained from Internet browser caches, users' bookmarks, a set of documents
regarded as interesting, etc.

The search module submits (in parallel) the actual search to indexing mechanisms, receive the responses
and assembles an HTML page to be submitted to the filter module.

Finally, the filter module retrieves the full documents whose URLs were returned in the search module.
It then retrieves (in parallel) the full documents and adds them to the semantic space computed in the
first module. Documents that position themselves near the existing documents are regard relevant and
presented to the final user. Documents that do not stay near the existing ones are discarded. The filtering
module is the kernel of the proposed architecture is explained in detail below.
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Figure 1: The Architecture of the Agent

3.2 The filter module

The search using keywords has many drawbacks. The search may fail because of synonyms and
polysemia (more that one meaning to the same word). To reduce these problems several filtering techniques can
be used [Foltz & Dumais, 1992]. We have decided to use LSI [Dumais, 1991] [ Dumais et al. 1988] to filter the
documents retrieved.

LSI takes advantage of the higher implicit order of the association of terms to documents in order to
create a multi-dimensional semantic structure of the information. Using the patterns of co-occurrence of words,
LSI is able to infer the structure of relationship between terms and documents. The singular Value
Decomposition of the association term-document matrix is obtained producing a matrix, with reduced
dimensions, with the k best orthogonal factors to approximate the original matrix to the "semantic space" model
for the collection. This semantic space reflects the main associative patterns in the data ignoring some minor
variations that may be produced by idiosyncrasies in the use of the term in particular documents. Therefore, LSI
produces a representation of the adjacent information "latent" semantics.

Because LSI produces an adjacent similarity semantics space, documents on similar topics tend to be
grouped in the space. That is the base of the use of LSI. We first create a space based on information known to
be (or regarded as) relevant and then new documents are added to the space. If they position themselves near the
existing ones, they are regarded as relevant, otherwise they are discarded.

To implement LSI, a term-document matrix is built. The elements in the matrix are the occurrences of
each term in a document. Therefore, the matrix can be represented by A = [au] where au denotes the frequency
that term i occurs in document j. Global and local weights can be applied [ Dumais et al. 1988] to increase or
decrease the importance of terms within between documents. We can then write at; = L(i,j) x G(i) where L(ij) is
the local weight of term i in document j, and G(i) is the global weight of term i. Matrix A is factored in a product
of three matrixes using the Singular Matrix Decomposition (SVD): A = U E VT .
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SVD derives the model of the latent semantic structure from the orthogonal matrixes U and V with the
left and right singular vectors of A respectively, and the diagonal matrix I , of the singular values of the original
relationships into linear independent vectors. The use of K factors is equivalent to approximate the original term-
document matrix by Ak as defmed in equation

AK = El=
K

. 0.; . vj , where

AK = best approximation of rank k to matrix A
U = term vectors

= singular values
V = document vectors

m = number of terms
n = number of documents
k = number of factors
r = Rank of A

text
Document

Term. frequency generator

t, fostli
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Words filtered by stoplist

Term frequency dictionary

Keyword dictionary

Figure 2: Keywords generation process

Figure 3 is a mathematical representation of the decomposition into singular value. U and V are the
term and document vectors, and y, represents the singular values. The shaded regions in U and V the diagonal
line in I represents Ak.

A

m x n

Term Vectors

m x r

Figure 3: Decomposition into singular value

SVD captures most of the adjacent structure in the association terms-documents and, at the same time,
it removes the variability in the use of words. Intuitively, as the number of dimensions k is much smaller than the
number of unique terms m, minor differences in the terminology will be ignored. Terms that occur in similar
documents, for example, are close even if they do not occur in the same document. That means that documents
that do not share any words with the keywords in the search may be close to a keyword in the k-space. This
representation captures term to term associations and it is used to retrieve information. The main idea in LSI is to
model the inter-relationships among terms and use them to improve retrieval.

V

r x r r x n

Document
Vectors

As we have explained, Metasearcher retrieves documents obtained from the indexing mechanisms. To
be filtered, these documents are used in a "query" to obtain their similarity to relevant documents in the vetorial
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space. One query is a set of words. The retrieved document, or query, must be represented in the k-dimension
space as q = (IT Uk L-1 , where q is the vector of words in the new document, that can be multiplied by the
appropriate term weights. The sum of these k-dimension vectors is reflected by term CIT Uk and the right
multiplication by L' weights differentially individual dimensions. Thus, the query vector is located in the
weighed sum of its constituents term vectors. The query vector can then be compared to all existing document
vectors, using a similarity function. One similarity function is the cosine between the query vector and the
closest vector in the vectorial space of relevant documents. Usually, if the cosine exceeds a threshold the
retrieved document is regarded as relevant [ Dumais, 1991].

Documents not regarded as relevant are discarded and relevant ones are presented to the output system
as an HTML document.

4 Scenarios of usage

Metasearcher can be used together with several systems. It is implemented as a modular architecture
that allows the input and output modules to be changed to adapt to different requirements.

For example, the input system can collect data from one user and use that information to retrieve other
document on the same subject, or the input can come from an intranet supporting a co-operative environment as
it has been tested in [Badue et. al, 1998]. In this case context information (including information manually
entered), and returned documents are shared by a group. Another scenario would be the one where a student who
needs to write an essay to "train" Metasearcher with a set of papers on the subject and have it to retrieve other
related documents.

5 Performance

The system is still being tested. It has been used by a group of five students who are given a task and
should search the Internet (starting with an empty cache) until they build a cache of about 1.5MB of html
documents for each user. After the cache is loaded, the system is left to work, usually overnight because of slow
connections.

Although the number of documents retrieved by indexing engines vary a lot, typically 60% of them are
filtered by the engine. We have found that the input system, specially the interface, has to be improved to allow
users to manually discard non relevant documents. In tests where non relevant documents were discarded from
cache manually, the rate of filtered documents raised to near 80%.

Although the results are very promising we still need more tests to assess the system. We have found
that the input system has to be improved to allow users to input feedback with less effort, and to share their
"filtering" with other users. Users have had the "feeling" that the system retrieves more relevant information
when caches are shared than when they use their caches only. However, we have not yet assessed how correct
that "feeling" is.
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7 Conclusion

This work has proposed an architecture based on information agents to automatically retrieve
documents in the Internet and filter the returned documents, using LSI, according to context information. The
proposed architecture makes use of indexing mechanisms and is modular, in the sense that its input and output
modules can be changed.



To perform its role, the system obtains context information from a source that can be Internet browser
caches, a directory of papers, etc. Then it uses that information to generate keywords that are submitted to
existing indexing mechanisms, the returned URLs are retrieved an the full documents are matched to the context
using LSI. Finally, it generates an HTML page that is passed on to the output system that may perform further
computation or just present the page to the final user.

Metasearcher has been "plugged" to an intranet environment in an University environment, where it is
used to support co-operative learning. Currently, the system is being tested and data is being gathered to asses its
effectiveness as a learning aid.
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